In allosteric proteins, the binding of a ligand modifies function at a distant active site. Such al-9 losteric pathways can be used as target for drug design, generating considerable interest in inferring 10 them from sequence alignment data. Currently, different methods lead to conflicting results, in par-11 ticular on the existence of long-range evolutionary couplings between distant amino-acids mediating 12 allostery. Here we propose a resolution of this conundrum, by studying epistasis and its inference in 13 models where an allosteric material is evolved in silico to perform a mechanical task. We find four 14 types of epistasis (Synergistic, Sign, Antagonistic, Saturation), which can be both short or long-range 15 and have a simple mechanical interpretation. We perform a Direct Coupling Analysis (DCA) and 16 find that DCA predicts well mutation costs but is a rather poor generative model. Strikingly, it can 17 predict short-range epistasis but fails to capture long-range epistasis, in agreement with empirical 18 findings. We propose that such failure is generic when function requires subparts to work in concert. 19 We illustrate this idea with a simple model, which suggests that other methods may be better suited 20 to capture long-range effects. 21 
Introduction 23
Allosteric regulation in proteins allows for the control of functional activity by ligand binding at a distal 24 allosteric site [1] and its detection could guide drug design [2, 3] . Yet, understanding the principles re- Figure 1 : Study of co-evolution in artificial allosteric networks. A: Example of an elastic network made of harmonic springs (red) evolved in silico to maximize the cooperativity between the allosteric site (purple) and the active site (blue). The response to binding at the allosteric site is indicated by black arrows, and is found to follow a shear motion. B: Each network corresponds to a sequence of 0 and 1 coding for the spring absence or presence. Our scheme allows us to generate a large number M of such sequences, each corresponding to a slightly different shear architecture.
(see Fig. 1B ). 78 
Results

79
Nature and classification of epistasis 80 The cost of a single mutation (i.e. changing the occupancy) at some link i is defined as ∆F i = F − F i where F is the original fitness and F i the one of the network after the mutation. We denote by ∆F ij = F − F ij the cost of a double mutation at i and j. Epistasis between loci i and j is then defined as ∆∆F ij ≡ ∆F ij − ∆F i − ∆F j . Following Eq. 1 and observing that a mutation mostly affects the propagation of the signal R Al→Ac and not how binding locally generates force (see Sec. 1 in S1 Text), . Assuming that the cost of a double mutation is dominated by 83 the strongest point mutation, i.e. ∆F ij ≈ max(∆F i , ∆F j ) leads to 84 ∆∆F ij ≈ − min(∆F i , ∆F j ).
(2) Figure 2 : Classification and mechanical characterization of epistasis in our model of allosteric cooperativity. A: Phase diagram of epistasis in our allosteric material. All quantities are averages over 50 configurations obtained in a single run. The shaded area is taken with arbitrary width and a -1 slope as a guide to the eye. We show the lines ∆F ij = 0, which divides synergistic from antagonistic/sign epistasis, ∆F ij = max(∆F i , ∆F j ), separating sign and antagonistic epistasis, and min(∆F i , ∆F j ) = 0.1, the threshold set to distinguish lethal mutations. Points in grey correspond to epistasis < 5 × 10 −4 and are excluded from our analysis. B: Histograms of cos(θ) for synergistic, sign and saturation epistasis.
which is equivalent to an Ising model where σ i = 0, 1 would denote the two states (down, up) of by Monte Carlo sampling from the probability distribution Eq. 3. Fig. 4 shows the fitness of the obtained 143 sequences vs their distance to "consensus" -the consensus being the most representative sequence of the 144 MSA, i.e. where springs occupy the positions with largest mean occupancy. We find that (i) the variability 145 of the MSA, quantified by the distance to consensus, is well reproduced (ii) the fitness is much more 146 variable than for random sequences, with a few sequences that do perform as well as evolved ones (which 147 never occurs for random sequences) but (iii) the mean obtained fitness is rather low, although larger, in 148 a statistically significant way, than the one of random configurations (which is zero). As shown in Fig. 4 , 149 these results deteriorate further if a more approximate algorithm as mfDCA is used to infer parameters. 150 We have checked that the generative performance is not improved by lowering the temperature of the of coordination, as shown in Fig. S2 ), is a rather drastic approximation for the initial allosteric fitness.
156
Indeed we have tested that higher orders as the third moment are not well reproduced (see Fig. S1 ). In 157 what follows we shall emphasize in particular the failure of DCA to infer long-range epistasis.
158
Inferring epistasis with DCA
159
From Eq. 4 one readily has that the DCA prediction for epistasis follows
Hence, within DCA, the epistasis magnitude is simply the one of evolutionary in the list of the 400 pairs with largest couplings is much smaller than for short-distance pairs (< 7).
169
However, even at short distance the prediction by |J ij | is not excellent, but it is remarkably improved if, 170 as done in [12, 21] , one considers epistasis averaged over several configurations (see Sec. 2 in S1 Text).
171
Our finding is consistent with the lack of empirical evidence for long-range inferred couplings in allosteric 172 proteins [22] .
173
A proposed explanation for the failure of DCA at long-distances 174 We propose that the failure of DCA at long-range stems from its inability to describe a function that 175 requires many subparts of the system to work in concert, when each subpart can be of different type.
176
For example, in allosteric proteins on short length scales soft regions must exist where shear propagates 177 [27, 37] , giving rise to local constraints. Yet, there is flexibility in the exact location of these soft regions.
On a larger length scale, these regions must assemble to create an extended soft elastic mode [27, 38, 39] , ∆∆F ij and of DCA prediction ∆∆E ij for 1.5 × 10 3 configurations as a function of the distance between link i and j. The trends are nearly identical at short distances but at long distance DCA underestimates epistasis. Inset: Top 400 inferred couplings. They are mostly short range with only a few long-range couplings connecting the allosteric and the active site. Next we assess the prediction of epistasis in single configurations by these top 400 couplings. We consider separately long-range (> 7) and short-range (< 7) pairs of links, and rank them respectively in terms of the epistasis magnitude |∆∆F ij |. B shows which fraction of these pairs -averaged over 100 configurations randomly chosen -belongs to the 400 largest couplings, as a function of the number of pairs with maximal epistasis considered. Clearly coupling magnitude has less predictive power at large distances than at short ones. This feature stays robust also if we increase, e.g. up to 1000, the number of top couplings for prediction (see Fig. S4A ). and the cooperative fitness is specified by a combination of such elastic energies
where E Ac , E Ac,Al and E Al are given by Eq. 7 with = (Ac), = (Ac, Al) and = (Al) respectively.
443
Maximal cooperativity corresponds to making binding of a substrate at the active site energetically 444 favored when already a ligand is bound to the allosteric site, as this reduces its binding energy from 445 E Ac to (E Ac,Al − E Al ). One can express the energy of joint binding at the allosteric and active site 446 E Ac,Al = 1 2 F Ac,Al · R Ac,Al as
i.e. after binding at the allosteric site with an energy cost 1 2 F Al · R Al , the elastic energy of binding at 448 the active site is determined by (i) the force there when a ligand is already bound at the allosteric site 449 (F Ac |Al with subindex |Al); (ii) the displacement imposed at the active site R Ac to which we subtract the response already caused by ligand binding at the allosteric site R Al→Ac . Eq. 9 allows us to rewrite Eq. 451 8 as
where one has F Ac − F Ac |Al = δF Al→Ac . If we express δF Al→Ac and R Al→Ac in terms of the imposed 453 displacements by using Eq. 6 and if we assume weak elastic coupling between allosteric and active site, 454 we find that each term in Eq. 10 scales in the same way as
Hence, by using that 1 2 δF Al→Ac · R Ac ≈ 1 2 F Ac |Al · R Al→Ac , we obtain from Eq. 10
since F Ac |Al can be approximated by F Ac in the weak coupling limit.
457
If we denote by F Ac i and R Al→Ac i forces and displacements after a mutation at link i, the cost of 458 one mutation can be expressed approximatively (see Fig. S3B 
. This can be further rewritten as
having defined changes in force as δF Ac i = F Ac i − F Ac in analogy to changes in displacement δR Al→Ac i 461 introduced in the main text. We find numerically that the cost of single mutations, when it is not too 462 small, is dominated by the changes in displacement at the active site
as shown in Fig. S3C . As a consequence, epistasis between mutations at i and j with significant magnitude Figure S3 : Mechanics of mutations. A: The geometry of mutation costs is illustrated in the zoom on the active site region (note that for simplicity of visualization we consider only one of the n 0 = 4 nodes).
Thick, dark red lines highlight links whose disruption would be lethal for the allosteric fitness. These few links, crucial to the long-distance propagation of the allosteric response, are located around active and allosteric site and exhibit maximal epistasis along with maximal single mutation costs (i.e. they populate the saturation region of Fig. 2A in the main text) . After a lethal mutation consisting in removing a spring at link i, the displacement at the active site R Al→Ac i is significantly reduced with respect to the original optimal displacement R Al→Ac and their difference is given by δR Al→Ac i (dashed arrow). When a second lethal mutation at j occurs, we denote by θ the angle between δR Al→Ac i and δR Al→Ac j ; for lethal mutations cos(θ) ≈ 1 (see Fig. 2B in the main text), i.e. they all tend to have a homogeneous direction of action which is precisely the one opposite to the displacement at the active site. B: Numerical test of the approximation ∆F i ≈ ∆(F Ac · R Al→Ac ) i and of ∆(F Ac · R Al→Ac ) i ≈ −F Ac · δR Al→Ac i (C). The latter is valid only for medium-high mutation costs.
2 Prediction of epistasis 468 The scaling of epistasis (Eq. 2 in the main text) suggests a measure simply based on the inferred single 469 mutation costs, i.e. |∆∆F ij | ∝ min(∆E i , ∆E j ). We have verified that this improves extremely the 470 prediction of long-range epistasis in our model for allostery, both for single configurations and for the 471 average epistatic pattern, as shown in respectively in Fig. S4B and C. The measure of epistasis via top 472 |J ij | requires the inferred model to be performant at capturing local information via local parameters; 473 on the other hand, the estimation of single mutation costs incorporates all the local parameters inferred 474 from the statistics. These results support the view that more functional information (related to non-local 475 modes) is embedded in weaker couplings which would be excluded by applying the contact-prediction 476 criterion of looking at the largest ones (usually as many as the system size): for example recently [2] 477 has found that the prediction of functional cooperativity between distant sites could be improved by 478 considering several "non-contacting" DCA couplings. To explain the discrepancy between short-range and long-range DCA-predictions of epistasis, we resort 481 to the simple model of Fig. 6 (main text) . We assign to all the 49 functional configurations the same 482 fitness F, all the other 2 8 − 49 configurations would not belong to the sample of optimal configurations 483 and are taken with zero fitness, thus ∆F = 0 if a mutation (single or double) results in a configuration 484 still belonging to the optimal sample and ∆F = F otherwise. We can estimate average mutation costs by 485 counting how frequently mutations would lead to a configuration outside of the optimal sample, yielding 486 ∆∆F 12 = ∆F 12 − ∆F 1 − ∆F 2 = 21/49F − 21/49F − 21/49F = −21/49F (main text) where we added curves for the prediction by min(∆E i , ∆E j ) -the minimum between average single mutation costs at i and j -as implied by scaling 2 in the main text. As in Fig. 5B , we rank separately long-range (> 7) and short-range (< 7) pairs of links i and j in terms of |∆∆F ij | and we plot the fraction of these pairs -averaged over 100 configurations randomly chosen -falling either into the top 400 |J ij | (empty symbols) or into the top 400 values of min(∆E i , ∆E j ) (filled symbols). This second measure improves only slightly the estimation of strong short-range epistasis but it does so dramatically for long-range one. C: Same plot as B where we show the fraction of the average epistasis ∆∆F ij (estimated from 1.5 × 10 3 randomly chosen configurations of the MSA) that one would predict either via |J ij | or min(∆E i , ∆E j ). The prediction at short distance is rather accurate, with the predicted fraction reaching 1 for the maximally epistatic pairs; at long distance, signal on long-range epistasis captured by |J ij | is almost absent while the prediction by min(∆E i , ∆E j ) stands out for its precision. 
